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									The easy(unflavored) addition your hair and nails will thank you for.        Add quick dissolve unflavored collagen to any routine. 
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Have a comment, question, or story to tell? We’d love to hear from you.
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          	Testimonials

					
					
						Take Their Word For It

					

          
            
              
                
                      
                        Wonderful!
Really enjoy this product. Add it to my daily breakfast smoothie- have used for about a year now. . I have noticed a significant increase in hair and nail growth and improved skin health. Will continue to use.

                        Hillary

Customer since 2020

                      

                    

                      
                        Daily Addition
I have been using this brand for the past 6 years on a daily base and can feel the difference when not. Love how easy it is to add to my morning hot drink, and have recommended it to friends and family.

                        Pat

Customer since 2015
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          Your best years
are the ones you’re living

          You’re not 25 anymore, and thank goodness for that! You’ve reached the age where you’re confident in yourself and comfortable in your body. Our collagen supplements, gelatin, and other nutritional products can help you stay that way because they taste great, support your health, and blend easily into your everyday routine.
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          Wellness Circle

          Join our loyalty program to earn points on every purchase, early access shopping, exclusive gifts, and more.
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          Join The Conversation

          #greatlakesgreatyou
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          Let’s Keep In Touch

          Mailing List

          Sign up to join in a fresh conversation on healthy aging and be the first to hear about our new releases, promotions and more! If only every choice was that easy.
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        *These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, prevent or cure any disease.
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